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Fundamentals to watch

LLDPE butene US
origin

Saudi's Sadara conducts turnaround on Jubail crackers
China Sinopec Maoming starts No.2 cracker turnaround
China's Huatai Shengfu eyes April gas-cracker start-up
US ITC votes against duties on Korean UHMWPE imports
Grounded Suez Canal vessel partly refloated

PE prices steady but uncertainties mount

Middle East
Producers chase higher netbacks in Europe and Americas

China
Local stocks remain high on weak converters’ demand

Southeast Asia and Vietnam
Spot discussions thin on market uncertainty

India
Prices rolled on limited offers

Pakistan
Demand softens on high prices

Dalian Futures Market
LLDPE futures fall amid volatility in crude futures
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Crude oil

Ice Brent

26 Mar

64.57

t

+0.04

The Ice Brent front-month contract fell during most trading sessions over the past week as new lockdown measures
across Europe weigh on the outlook for oil demand, together
with signs of slowing demand recovery in Asia. Planned
steady supplies from Russia and a fifth consecutive weekly
build in US crude stocks offset any gains arising from the
Suez Canal blockage. The contract closed at $61.82/bl on 25
March, compared with $65.19/bl a week earlier.
The Nymex WTI front-month contract also fell this week
amid these developments. The contract closed at $58.56/bl
on 25 March, down from $60/bl on 18 March.

Nymex WTI
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del USGC ¢/lb

Feb
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38.00

na

Ethane

del Europe €/t

Mar
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1,005.00

na

Mont Belvieu EPC ethane prices rose slightly, gaining 2pc to
22.06¢/USG on Thursday, as more crackers restart.

cfr NE Asia $/t

spot

24 Mar

1,050.00

Naphtha
The naphtha market on the US Gulf coast was positive for
most of this week as selling interest outpaced demand.
But some support was lent to fundamentals in later trading
sessions as arbitrage opportunities to Asia Pacific resumed
with prices in that region rising, as the Suez Canal blockage
disrupted flows from Europe. Several parties were heard to
be loading ships in the Gulf coast for passage to Asia.
The fall in crude prices also drove European naphtha
prices lower. The blocking of the Suez Canal by a large
container ship has effectively taken the principal arbitrage
route to Asia-Pacific out of action this week, at a time when
Asia was providing a viable outlet for a European supply
overhang. Naphtha prices closed at €456/t on 25 March,
slightly lower than the February average of €460/t. But the
March-to-date average price of €484/t remains higher than
the February average.
After narrowing in earlier trading sessions, Asian naphtha
margins subsequently widened as the Suez Canal blockage
disrupted imports from Europe. The demand front remained
active as petrochemical buyers continued seeking volumes
for May delivery. The outright price stood at $577.38/t on
26 March, slightly higher than $573/t on 19 March and the
February average of $564.81/t.

Ethylene
US spot ethylene for prompt-month delivery to Mont Belvieu,
Texas, has eased slightly, assessed lower at 55.5¢/lb during the latest week. The forward curve, while backward,
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has been flattening, with April assessed 1.5¢/lb lower than
March. More than 75pc of crackers that went down due to
the freeze have restarted, but some are at reduced rates.
Most crackers should be back to normal by the end of April
or in the first half of May.
The European ethylene market is quiet, balanced
inland where maintenance on the ARG pipeline has created a temporary island, but tighter at the coast. Supply
remains constrained by cracker shutdowns and an absence
of imports. Internal and merchant demand is stronger than
forecast, leaving balances tighter than anticipated and limited spot availability. The Suez Canal blockage — if sustained
for longer periods — could disrupt ethylene movements. The
ethylene monthly contract price (MCP) for April will be negotiated next week. Producers will target an increase based
on the higher average price of naphtha and the tight market
conditions. But buyers may argue that a rollover is justifiable, especially if crude prices fall further.
Asian ethylene prices extended losses during the week as
declines in derivatives such as styrene monomer and ethylene glycol weighed on market sentiment. Offers have been
cut to $1,070-1,100/t, while buying ideas slipped to the low
$1,000s/t cfr northeast Asia. Producers cut prices following
lower import prices and because of slower demand.

Cracker margins
In the US, ethane remains the best feedstock for US crackers, though propylene is forecast to move up in price. It
would take a very large move up to move heavier cracks
down in cost to ethane’s level as ethane’s low cost has been
helped by lower demand from crackers. Ethane fell by 2pc,
as did natural gas, so the ethane premium over gas held at
5¢/USG.
European naphtha prices have risen by an average of
€24/t in March compared with February, but if prices stay at
their current level the average will drop to less than €20/t
by the time the monthly contract price is negotiated next
week. Whatever the outcome of the April contract price,
producers will continue to push for higher polyethylene
margins.
Asian naphtha cracker margins were largely stable at
$446/t over the week, up by $5/t. Propane prices retreated
on losses in crude futures, while naphtha prices rose in
recent trading sessions amid the Suez Canal blockage. CFR
Japan naphtha prices rose to $577.38/t, up by $4.38/t on
the week, while propane fell by $11/t to $567.25/t. Propane
cracker cash margins declined to $283/t, down by $72/t.
Producers are still inclined to use naphtha as a feedstock
because of higher margins than propane.
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Market highlight
 Asian ethylene prices extend losses on weaker derivative demand.

Pricing analysis
US
US polyethylene (PE) prices are rising in March, with producers announcing additional increases of 6-9¢/lb for April.
The March 7¢/lb increase is being accepted with no major
issues as buyers struggle to find material and are willing to
pay prices above $1/lb in the spot market for spot volumes.
It is too early to know the likely success of the April price
proposals, but market participants see an upward trajectory
in prices until supply normalizes.
The PE market is restarting following last month’s storm,
but supply remains tight as ethylene and co-monomers such
as hexene remain in short supply. About 75pc of crackers
that went down during the freeze have restarted, but some
are running at reduced rates, which is limiting ethylene supUS PE inventory
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LDPE liner film

Mar

+7.0

93.50

0.0/+7.0

LLDPE butene

Mar

+7.0

85.00

0.0/+7.0

LLDPE hexene

Mar

+7.0
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Mar

+7.0

89.00
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HDPE injection
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HDPE HMW film
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Mar

+7.0

88.00

0.0/+7.0

¢/lb

US exports
9 Jul
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ply for PE units. Multiple PE units have restarted, but there
is still little clarity about what level of production each unit
has been able to achieve. ExxonMobil said this week it has
restarted all of its assets but is still recovering from raw material constraints. Some units have been running at around
60pc or slightly higher capacity. Other units have not been
able to achieve much meaningful production, such as those
supplied by the LyondellBasell cracker in Corpus Christi,
Texas, which remains down. Producers have said they do not
expect to be running at 100pc of capacity until mid-April.
The slow restart has forced producers to draw down
inventories, as most producers remain on force majeure.
Allocation levels vary by producer and grade, with many
buyers saying they received 50-70pc of what they ordered in
March. April allocation levels have not yet been announced
by all producers, but early indications are that supply levels
may be even less than in March, given how little inventory
producers have on hand. The spot market remains tight,
with prices for most available volumes above $1/lb, and
certain grades as high as $1.15/lb.
Final February production data showed a 35pc decline
from January to 3.147bn lb, with low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) production down by 28.6pc, linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) production falling by 36.2pc and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) dropping by 36.1pc over the same
period, according to the American Chemistry Council’s (ACC)
Plastics Industry Producers’ Statistics Group as compiled by
Vault Consulting. Year-to-date total production fell by 10.7pc
from the same period in 2020.
February total sales declined by 10pc to 4.078bn lb,
with exports down by 12.9pc and domestic sales decreasing
by 8.3pc over the period. LDPE sales were down by 9.6pc,
LLDPE sales fell by 7.4pc and HDPE sales declined by 12.6pc
over the period. With sales surpassing output, producers
ate into inventories by 930mn lb, leaving inventories at low
levels.
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LDPE liner film
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75-80
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nc
t

+1.5
nc

Demand in March has remained strong despite the high
prices. With so little supply in the market, it is difficult to
notice signs of demand destruction. Buyers still see strength
in packaging applications, e-commerce and medical applications.
The US export market is inactive with little product
available.

Latin America
The Brazilian plastics industry is starting to see the first
signs of slowing demand after successive price increases
over the past year and worries of another hike in the coming
days. Some resin buyers expect Braskem to announce higher
prices for April at the beginning of next week, an increase
that would follow February hikes of $230/t for PE and March
increases of $320/t for all PE grades.
If prices for PE rise again in April, local buyers say they
may have to seek imported material. However, imports are
a challenge amid a strong devaluation of the local currency
and tight supplies in the US, a traditional supplier of PE to
Brazil, after a mid-February freeze shut many operations
in Texas and Louisiana. Brazil has turned to importing PE
mostly from southeast Asia.
While some market participants are expecting Braskem
to increase April prices by as much as 15-20pc, others say
prices could instead hold steady, as global prices have
leveled off and domestic demand has declined since some
Covid-19 lockdowns were restored in March.
Given potential for the economy to weaken further,
market participants said buyers will have difficulty accepting
further price hikes.
Low density polyethylene (LDPE) prices have risen by
more than 50pc since the beginning of the pandemic in
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March 2020. For plastics converters, rising prices have
eroded sales, as buyers worry about how to pass on costs
to consumers, the real’s depreciation and a sharp increase
in international freight costs. The R$/USD average in March
has hit a monthly average record at 5.64, 4.1pc higher than
in February and 15pc above March 2020, signaling that
high prices should last into April. But domestic demand is
weakening and higher prices may further sap it as the Covid
pandemic hits a new high because of a new variant of the
virus.
Meanwhile, Braskem met on Wednesday with the government and representatives of the production chain to discuss
conditions and to seek joint actions to ensure balanced returns. Braskem said it offering extra credits and taking other
steps to ensure the supply of materials.
Braskem's PE production capacity in Brazil is about 4mn
t/yr. Some of that PE production capacity is currently in
maintenance turnarounds. A Camacari PE unit’s seven-day
turnaround has been postponed from February to April.
Total Brazilian PE imports in February rose to 112,500t,
up by 31pc from February 2020, while exports fell by 33pc
from 2020 to 34,700t. Brazil imported 67pc of the total from
the US at an average price of $1,030/t fob. Argentina sold
11pc at $1,011/t fob and Canada 9pc at $990/t fob. Exports
in February went mostly to Argentina at an average price of
$1,316/t fob, to the Netherlands at $960/t fob, and Chile at
$1,153/t fob. The trade balance in the first two months of
this year favored imports by 151,700t or by $135,500mn.
Peru’s PE imports in February rose to 29,800t, 13pc more
than in February 2020, with 58pc coming from the US priced
at $1,124/t for LLDPE, $1,116/t for HDPE and $1,157/t fob for
LDPE. Saudi Arabia, Brazil and Mexico, respectively, sold
10pc, 9pc and 7pc of the total bought by Peru.
Preliminary data for Chile’s PE imports in February
showed that the shipments came from Brazil priced at the
average of $1,153/t and from South Korea at $1,169/t. PE
imports in January declined by 7pc from January 2020 to
25,900t, with 48pc coming from the US and 15pc from Brazil.
The US imports were priced at $1,063/t for LLDPE, $1,122/t
for LDPE and $$1,076/t for HDPE.
Argentina imported 28,600t of PE in January, in line with
January 2020. Brazil and the US were the top PE exporters
at an average price of $1,269/t from Brazil and $1,144/t from
the US.

Europe
Supply tightness has persisted in the European polyethylene
market this month on reduced availability from domestic
producers and as imports remain low compared with historical levels. This has kept fundamentals in favour of sellers,
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who have been able to secure increases of €250-300/t on
their freely negotiated PE contract prices in March. These
have pushed underlying gross contract prices to record
highs, which are exacerbating buyer anxiety.
Contracts for all PE grades in March are understood to
have settled at increases of €250-300/t in most cases, with
some limited instances falling outside this range. There were
some suggestions that LDPE grades could face slightly higher
settlements, since supplies have been consistently tight
since November-December, and the grade has remained at
the top of the pricing charts throughout this time. But to
what extent remains unclear, especially as buyers find it difficult to absorb these higher costs and struggle to pass them
down the value chain. For all PE grades, the Argus preliminary delta for March contracts were assessed at an increase
of €275/t.
There have also been indications that further increases
of at least €150/t could be on the horizon for PE contracts
in April. But it is too early to say whether this is the case,
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especially as the feedstock ethylene MCP is only expected to
settle next week at the earliest, which would partly set the
tone for the magnitude of increases on PE in April.
Part of the reason behind the push for higher increases
on contract prices in March was to manage demand, while
some producers had already placed order stops on contracts
or were servicing them at minimum supply obligations. This
yielded results as some buyers reduced offtake, although
others were still focused on securing PE supplies to keep
their operations running. But attempts to widen PE margins
significantly in April could lead to demand destruction.
With producers’ inventories uncomfortably low, many
do not feel the pressure to sell spot volumes and are happy
to rebuild their own stocks. This is particularly important
when the upcoming cracker turnaround season is factored
in, which will take over 10pc of European nameplate cracker
capacity offline in the second quarter and would inevitably
constrain PE production.
European buyers hope that prices peak in April, but
there is a question over whether the current trajectory on
prices will extend into May. Even if prices plateau, many
anticipate the price trajectory could only see a reversal in
June at the earliest, and even then, it might only soften
gradually. This is as the ongoing shipping bottlenecks on
long-haul imports are expected to remain in place at least
until the third or fourth quarter, while some new plant startups in Asia face minor delays.
Trading activity in the European spot market was largely
subdued amid the supply dearth on incremental volumes and
as buyers found it hard to digest the elevated prices. Ideas
were mixed among market participants on where values
stood as demand showed signs of weakening. LDPE spot
prices were largely heard at or above €2,000/t. Whereas
LLDPE prices in the previous week were heard as high as
€1,900/t and varied across different countries, with some
buyers hesitant to procure butene grade material even at
€1,800/t. There were some suggestions that LLDPE butene
spot prices could be reaching a ceiling, especially as more
overland imports arrive into southeast European countries
and are traded at €1,750/t in that region. But so far, no signs
were seen of this cascading into western Europe.
The LDPE spot price was assessed in a narrower range
of €2,000- 2,050/t ($2,356-2,415/t) ddp NWE, while the spot
assessment range of LLDPE butene also narrowed to €1,7501,900/t ($2,061-2,238/t) ddp NWE. These were both up by
€50/t on the low ends, and stable at the high ends.

Russia and CIS
Prices for LDPE film grades in Russia rose this week because
of limited supplies and high global PE prices. In addition,
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market participants expect loadings to fall as a result of
road closures in Bashkortostan and Tatarstan during the
snow-melt period.
LDPE this week was offered at Rbs108,333-129,167/t
($1,422-1,696/t) cpt Moscow, compared with Rbs105,000122,500/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
Prices for LDPE produced by Taif’s Kazanorgsintez plant
this week were Rbs108,333-129,167/t cpt Moscow, compared
with Rbs106,667-119,167/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
At the same time prices for LDPE 15813-020 grade
produced by Kazanorgsintez increased significantly rising by
Rbs10,000-12,500/t to Rbs125,000-129,167/t cpt Moscow.
LDPE 15813-020 volumes produced by Bashneft’s Ufaorgsintez were offered at Rbs110,833-120,833/t cpt Moscow,
compared with Rbs105,833-116,667/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
The plant offered no LDPE grade 15303-003for the second
consecutive week.
LDPE produced by Rosneft's Angarsk Polymer Plant were
offered at Rbs108,333-112,500/t cpt Moscow this week, compared with Rbs105,000-110,000/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
Prices for LDPE 15303-003 produced by Sibur Holding
were unchanged this week at Rbs122,500/t cpt Moscow.
LDPE produced by Gazpromneftekhim Salavat was offered at Rbs108,333-112,500/t cpt Moscow this week, compared with Rbs108,750-110,000/t Moscow a week agо.
Prices for LDPE produced by Belarusian plant Polymir
were Rbs112,500/t cpt Moscow, compared with Rbs106,667110,833/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
LLDPE produced by Sibur Holding was sold at
Rbs101,667/t ($1,335/t) cpt Moscow this week, unchanged
from a week earlier, while traders offered it at Rbs104,167/t
cpt Moscow, compared with Rbs104,167-105,000/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
No deals were heard to be done for LLDPE produced by
Taif’s Nizhnekamskneftekhim plant this week.
HDPE prices were at Rbs100,000-116,667/t ($1,3121,532/t) cpt Moscow this week, compared with Rbs100,000112,500/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
HDPE produced by the Kazanorgsintez plant sold
for Rbs110,000-116,667/t cpt Moscow, compared with
Rbs100,833-104,167/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
Prices for HDPE produced by Sibur Holding were unchanged this week at Rbs100,000/t cpt Moscow, while traders offered the product at Rbs104,167/t cpt Moscow.

Turkey
The polyethylene market in Turkey was quiet this week as
participants awaited a fresh round of offers, yet there was
plenty to occupy minds. A sharp fall in crude oil prices late
last week raised buyers’ resistance to current price levels
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and increased their expectations that prices would be under
some downwards pressure. But supply remains tight and
there is heightened risk of disruption to imports, container
delays and higher freight costs after the Suez Canal was
blocked.
The 400m giant container ship Ever Given is still blocking
the critical waterway, which links the Red Sea and Mediterranean, after running aground in the canal’s northbound
lane early on 23 March. Hopes of a quick refloating appear
to have evaporated and one of the salvage firms involved has
warned that it might take “days to a week to solve”. This
would be disruptive to the flow of polymers from the Middle
East and Asia.
The Turkish lira lost about 8pc of its value against the US
dollar after Turkey’s central bank chief was removed from
his post at the weekend. The currency markets feared this
would mean a reversal of the recent policy of higher interest
rates to try and stem inflation.
PE import prices have yet to react, with prices remaining broadly steady in the past week. There were modest
increases of $15-35/t for HDPE grades, with LDPE and LLDPE
assessed unchanged on the week.

Egypt
Polyethylene import prices into Egypt remained elevated
after rising in the previous week, but activity slowed with
most participants waiting for new offers from the Middle
East to emerge in the next week.
Demand for food packaging applications is high ahead
of the Islamic fasting month of Ramadan, which starts on
12 April, but buying activity slowed. Supply is expected to
remain tight until prices and freight rates ease globally.
It is too early to assess the impact of the Suez Canal
blockage on Egyptian PE prices, but this will be something
to watch as the latest indications are that it may take longer
than initially expected, and possibly weeks, to clear the
stricken container ship.

Middle East
Middle East PE prices rolled over this week. LDPE film prices
held at $1,580-1,600/t del Middle East. LLDPE film remained
at $1,280-1,300/t del Middle East. LLDPE octane was assessed at $1,590-1,650/t del Middle East. HDPE film remained
at $1,280-1,300/t del Middle East.

Market highlight
 Participants concerned about impact of Suez blockage
in Egypt
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Turkey vs China LDPE prices
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Sadara Chemical Company will undergo a turnaround
at its petrochemical plant in Al Jubail. The turnaround
will tackle cracker issues that arose from damage to the
compressors. The affected crackers produce 1.5mn t/yr of
ethylene and 400,000 t/yr of propylene. Downstream LLDPE
and HDPE production at its two 375,000 t/yr LLDPE/HDPE
swing units and at its 220,000 t/yr LDPE unit is expected to
be affected as well. The turnaround started on 15 March and
is expected to last until mid-April.
Demand has been consistently firm from the packaging
and pharmaceuticals sectors since the start of the Covid-19
pandemic. This, combined with the shortages brought about
by the disruptions in the US, saw prices increase this month.
More key US producers have restarted their plants, and
participants expect supply conditions to improve by May as
producers in the US increase operating rates.
Demand is expected to remain firm in the coming weeks
ahead of Ramadan as downstream converters and final goods
manufacturers increase operating rates in anticipation of
higher demand for packaged food. Operating rates for key
Middle Eastern producers and downstream converters are
expected to decrease over Ramadan. Local traders and
distributors are also facing narrow profit margins at current
levels, causing them to approach the markets with caution.
Supply in domestic markets is expected to lengthen
in the coming months after a key Omani producer started
operations at its 880,000 t/yr LLDPE/HDPE plant in Sohar.
Offers of LLDPE and HDPE were heard earlier this month.
The producer is expected to increase operating rates in the
coming weeks, making more volumes available and easing the supply tightness. Market participants expected the
producer to be fully operational and achieve on-specification
production after Ramadan.
In export markets, LDPE film was assessed at $1,5381,568/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP). LLDPE film was assessed at
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$1,138-1,168/t Saudi Arabia (CMP). HDPE film was assessed at
$1,128-1,158/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP).
Middle Eastern producers continued chasing higher netbacks in Europe and the Americas. Exports to other regions
like South Asia have declined on lower netbacks and stiff
competition from regional producers who can provide cargoes at lower costs. Shipping delays are expected in export
cargoes to Asia after a container ship was wedged in the
Suez Canal on 23 March, blocking the passage of vessels.

China
The Chinese polyethylene market softened this week in
tandem with falling futures. Higher inventory pressures
across traders and distributors created cautious sentiment
among converters who held back purchases on expectations
of further price falls. But cfr prices were relatively stable as
import supplies remained tight.
PE and polypropylene inventories at state-controlled
Sinopec and PetroChina were at 850,000t on 25 March, a decline of 15,000t from last week. Producers’ inventories have
been hovering around 900,000t since late February. Weaker
demand from converters in the recent week mostly added to
traders and distributors’ inventories.
A reduction of imports also reduced inventories. China
imported 1.48mn t of PE in January, up by 1.9pc on the year.
February’s PE imports declined to 1.09mn t, down by 3.7pc
on the year, according to China customs data. Import supply
is expected to remain low in March-May.
In the cfr market, import availabilities were limited as
the overseas market continued to recover from US plant
outages. Offers remained higher than China domestic prices.
Prices for linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) declined
by $10/t on the high end to $1,180-1,210/t cfr China. Offers
for Saudi-origin cargoes were quoted at $1,240-1,250/t cfr
China and at $1,250/t cfr China for Qatar-origin materials.
And offers for Middle Eastern cargoes were also seen at
$1,220/t cfr China from some traders. Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) prices were stable to soft at $1,580-1,610/t cfr
China, with the high end edging down by $10/t from last
week. Offers for Singapore origin materials were quoted at
$1,600/t cfr China, with no deals confirmed at that level.
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) film prices declined by
$10-20/t to $1,170-1,200/t cfr China. Offers for Iranian cargoes were quoted at $1,250/t cfr China.
Chinese domestic prices fell on inactive trading sentiment. Converters adopted a wait-and-see approach, speculating on further price declines. Downstream markets are
still trying hard to pass on cost increases to end markets.
LLDPE prices dropped to 8,600-8,800 yuan/t ex-works in east
China, down by Yn300/t from last week. HDPE film prices
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China domestic
Price

±

LDPE liner film

Basis
ex-works

11,700-12,000

u

-150

LLDPE butene

ex-works

8,600-8,800

u

-300

HDPE HMW film

ex-works

8,800-9,100

u

-100

Market highlight
 China’s producers increase LLDPE production on
expectations of high seasonal demand, sacrifices HDPE
production at swing plants

declined by Yn100/t to Yn8,800-9,100/t ex-works in east
China. HDPE film prices were stronger than LLDPE because
of a relatively tighter supply front. Domestic producers are
producing more LLDPE materials on a seasonal basis, while
HDPE materials are more import-dependent and are exposed
to global supply shortage. LDPE prices were at Yn11,70012,000/t ex-works in east China, down by Yn100-200/t from a
week earlier.
Domestic production is expected to decline from the
end of March given a heavy turnaround season in AprilMay. Sinopec Maoming is due for a 60-day turnaround at its
250,000 t/yr LDPE unit and 350,000 t/yr HDPE plant in late
March. Sinopec Zhenhai has delayed the maintenance at its
450,000 t/yr LLDPE/HDPE plant to late May. Sinopec Fushun
conducted a brief maintenance at its 350,000 t/yr HDPE unit
on 18-21 March. CNOOC Shell restarted its 250,000 t/yr LDPE
on 22 March after 10-day maintenance.

Southeast Asia and Vietnam
PE prices rose slightly in southeast Asia with higher offers
heard this week. Global PE supply remains tight with US
plants restarting gradually from massive shutdowns since
mid-February.
Buying interest is stable in southeast Asia, with most
market participants expecting a longer time for global PE
supply to normalise. But buyers are likely to resist further
prices increases while making new transactions because
of uncertainty in global supply and price outlook, and as
container shipping issues are expected to continue causing
delays in arrival of PE imports. Buyers continued to restock
as needed, now that prices have soared.
Few new offers were heard for Middle East-origin PE supplies, possibly because of higher netbacks in other markets.
Some US producers reduced regular spot volumes to southeast Asia because of lower production and tighter regional
supplies.
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Southeast Asian producers, who have been making deals
for April shipment in the past few weeks, are keeping spot
offers firm because of limited inventory. But these producers
are cautious in making new deals for PE exports, especially
HDPE, to regions like Turkey, South America and South Africa
this week, possibly because most deals have been made in
the first half of March while some producers have cited the
risk of cargoes cancellation amid market uncertainty, if fob
transactions are involved.
HDPE supply has tightened in southeast Asia following
the shutdown of Thailand PTTGC’s 250,000 t/yr HDPE unit
from mid-March. High demand for HDPE film and blow molding in South Africa and South America in the past month
has prompted southeast Asian producers to export HDPE to
those regions, further tightening availability in southeast
Asia. But weaker import demand for HDPE in the key Chinese market from massive capacity expansion in late 2020 is
expected to balance the overall Asian market.
Feedstock naphtha prices fell by $32/t to a weekly
average of $569/t cfr Japan, while average southeast Asian
LLDPE and HDPE film prices have risen by a modest $5/t.
Naphtha-based producers continued to see margin expansions with the spread between southeast Asian PE prices
and naphtha prices widened further to $760/t, from around
$720/t last week.
Dutiable LDPE film prices rose to $1,590-1,640/t cfr
southeast Asia with higher offers heard in the market.
Middle East-origin LDPE film offers were heard in the range
of $1,650-1,700/t cfr southeast Asia. LLDPE and HDPE film
prices were raised to $1,280-1,310/t cfr southeast Asia,
alongside higher offers heard in the market. New LLDPE film
offers were heard at $1,320-1,330/t cfr southeast Asia, but
no deals could be confirmed. HDPE film offers were heard at
$1,310-1,330/t cfr southeast Asia.
Duty-free LDPE film prices were raised to $1,670-1,720/t
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cfr southeast Asia. Malaysia-origin LDPE film offers were
seen at $1,750/t cfr southeast Asia to end-users, with deals
possibly done. Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia-origin HDPE film
offers were seen at $1,340-1,360/t cfr southeast Asia, with
deals swiftly done. Indonesia and Philippines-origin LLDPE
film offers are available at $1,340-1,350/t cfr southeast Asia
to consumers.
PE prices rose slightly in Vietnam with higher offers this
week. Middle East-origin LDPE film offers were heard at
$1,650-1,700/t cfr Vietnam. Middle East-origin LLDPE film
offers were seen at $1,320/t levels cfr Vietnam, but no deals
could be confirmed. Middle East-origin HDPE film offers were
seen at $1,310-1,330/t cfr Vietnam. Thailand-origin HDPE
film offers were seen at $1,340-1,355/t cfr Vietnam, with
confirmed deals. India-origin HDPE yarn offers were seen at
$1,370/t cfr Vietnam to consumers.

South Asia
PE prices were rolled over in India this week. Spot offers
remain limited. LDPE film prices remained at $1,620-1,640/t
cfr India. LLDPE film held at $1,260-1,280/t cfr India. HDPE
film was steady at $1,310-1,330/t cfr India. Discussions were
limited as key producers in the Middle East continued to focus on Europe and the Americas, which are providing better
netbacks.
Discussions have shown lower buying interest among
Indian market participants, with more buyers adopting a
wait-and-watch approach. Traders and distributors are finding it difficult to increase their profit margins under current
circumstances, with some holding off buying at current levels. Some participants believe that shortages will ease in the
coming months and supply will start improving in May, after
producers in the US restart.
Some converters have had to reduce their operating
rates because of high prices. Many buyers are purchasing
South Asia vs China HDPE prices
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cargoes from traders holding cargoes that were bought much
earlier at lower prices. But this option is not viable in the
long term, given that profit margins for traders and distributors have narrowed in local markets.
More buyers are adopting a wait-and-watch approach.
But others are continuing to purchase as they are bullish on
prices, expecting the shortage to continue. Indian producers
continue to export to the Americas and Europe, where supplies are tight and netbacks are high.
India's state-controlled Haldia Petrochemicals (HPL) has
scheduled a one-month turnaround at its Haldia complex
in West Bengal state that will start in mid-May. Its complex
houses two LLDPE/HDPE swing units with capacities of
390,000 t/yr and 225,000 t/yr respectively and a 330,000 t/
yr HDPE plant.
PE prices were stable in Pakistan, as supply remained
limited. There were few spot offers this week. Offers from
traders selling re-exported cargoes continued to dominate
the market. LDPE film held at $1,660-1,680/t cfr Pakistan.
LLDPE film prices remained at $1,410-1,430/t cfr Pakistan.
HDPE film rolled over at $1,500-1,520/t cfr Pakistan.
Demand remained lukewarm this week, with buying
interest softer on high prices. Inventory levels are sufficient,
and buyers purchased as needed. The shortages continued
to weigh on the minds of market participants as they approached the markets cautiously. Converters and manufacturers of final goods could not pass on the higher prices to
their customers and had to absorb the costs. Traders and
distributors continued to dominate the markets with the
lack of offers coming in directly from key producers in the
Middle East.
Bangladesh's PE prices were firm this week based on discussions in the market and offers from key producers. LDPE
film rose by $60/t to $1,680-1,700/t cfr Bangladesh on buying
and selling ideas. LLDPE film rose by $150/t to $1,450-1,470/t
cfr Bangladesh. Cargoes from two key Indian producers
were offered at $1,480/t cfr. A Saudi-based producer offered
cargoes at $1,470/t cfr. HDPE film rose by $160/t to $1,4701,490/t cfr Bangladesh on buying and selling ideas. Operating rates at converters in Bangladesh have fallen because
of high prices. Market participants are unsure if the current
prices are sustainable, given that converters cannot pass on
the increase in costs.
PE prices rose in Sri Lanka, on price movements in the
region. Spot offers were limited this week. LDPE rose by
$70/t to $1,680-1,700/t cfr Sri Lanka. LLDPE film rose by
$150/t to $1,450-1,470/t cfr Sri Lanka. HDPE film rose by
$150/t to $1,470-1,490/t cfr Sri Lanka. Buying sentiment has
begun to show signs of softening as participants tread the
markets with caution. Converters have sufficient inventory
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to last until mid-April, when the country begins a 10-day holiday to celebrate the Sinhalese new year. This is expected to
keep demand subdued for the next three weeks, with lower
volumes purchased for April. The lack of import offers has
weighed on Sri Lanka’s supply, given that it does not have
any local producers.

Fundamentals
Global production news
Repsol to start polyurethane foam recycling in 2022
Spain's integrated Repsol plans to bring online the country's
first polyurethane foam recycling facility at its 135,000 b/d
inland Puertollano refining and petrochemicals complex at
the end of 2022.
The plant will cost €12mn ($14mn) to build could process
around 2,000 t/y of foam, the equivalent of 200,000 mattresses, into recycled polyols. They will then be blended
with conventional 'virgin' polyols to make 5,000 t/yr of a new
product under the firm's Recyclex brand.
Repsol's Recyclex includes high-and-low density polyethylene and polypropylene grades with 15-70pc recycled
content.
Repsol is planning a turnaround at its Puertollano chemicals complex in May, including the substitution of a steam
turbine at its olefins plant for an electric one at a cost of
€18mn, which will contribute to reduce CO2 emissions of
68,000 t/yr.
The firm also expects the turnaround to reduce energy
costs at the olefins plant by 25pc, while increasing the capacity of the refinery's polypropylene facility.
Repsol plans to invest €80mn euros to 2025 in projects
to reduce emissions and promote the circular economy at
Puertollano.
Rising polymer prices hit Brazil converters
The Brazilian plastics industry is starting to see the first
signs of slowing demand after successive price increases
over the past year and worries of another hike in the coming
days.
Some resin buyers expect the domestic manufacturer
Braskemto announce higher prices for April at the beginning
of next week, an increase that would follow February hikes
of $230/metric tonne (t) for polyethylene (PE) and $125/t
for polypropylene (PP) and March increases of $320/t for all
grades of both materials.
If prices for PE and PP rise again in April, local buyers say
they may have to seek imported material. However, imports
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Plant maintenance, outages and disruptions
Status

Capacity
Duration
’000t/yr

Plant

Location

Grade

LyondellBasell Industries

US

HDPE

500 Mid-Feb

Formosa Plastics

US

HDPE

627 Mid-Feb

Formosa Plastics

US

LDPE

400 Feb

Formosa Plastics

US

LLDPE/HDPE

774 Mid-Feb

ExxonMobil

US

LLDPE/HDPE

300 Mid-Feb

ExxonMobil

US

HDPE

830 Mid-Feb

ExxonMobil

US

LDPE

467 Mid-Feb

UPDATE

ExxonMobil

US

LLDPE/HDPE

UPDATE

ExxonMobil

US

LDPE

UPDATE

ExxonMobil

US

LLDPE/HDPE

1424 Mid-Feb
227 Mid-Feb
2050 Mid-Feb

Remarks
La Porte plant restarting, force majeure
(FM) in place
Point Comfort plant shut due to storm,
FM announced
Point Comfort plant shut due to storm,
FM announced
Point Comfort plant shut due to storm,
FM announced
Baton Rouge plant restarted, allocations
in place
Baton Rouge plant restarted, allocations
in place
Baton Rouge plant restarted, allocations
in place
Beaumont plant restarted, allocations
in place
Beaumont plant restarted, allocations
in place
Mont Belvieu plant restarted, allocations
in place
Mont Belvieu plant restarted, allocations
in place
Cedar Bayou plant restarted

Source
Industry
Industry
Industry
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer

UPDATE

ExxonMobil

US

HDPE

240 Mid-Feb

UPDATE

Chevron Phillips Chemical

US

HDPE

300 Mid-Feb

UPDATE

Chevron Phillips Chemical

US

LLDPE/HDPE

UPDATE

Chevron Phillips Chemical

US

LDPE

Chevron Phillips Chemical

US

HDPE

Chevron Phillips Chemical

US

HDPE

998 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell Industries

US

HDPE

218 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell Industries

US

LLDPE/HDPE

318 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell Industries

US

LDPE

151 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell Industries

US

HDPE

821 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell Industries

US

HDPE

300 Mid-Feb

Ineos Olefins & Polymers

US

HDPE

794 Mid-Feb

NEW

Sadara Chemical Company

Middle East

LLDPE/HDPE

750

NEW

Sadara Chemical Company

Middle East

LDPE

NEW

Shenyang Chemical

China

NEW

Sinopec Qilu

China

UPDATE

PetroChina Fushun
CNOOC and Shell Petrochemicals
Sinopec Maoming

China
China

LDPE

250 12 - 21 Mar

Maintenance

Industry

China

LDPE

250 18 Mar for 60 days

Maintenance

Industry

Sinopec Maoming

China

HDPE

350 24 Mar for 60 days

Industry

Sinopec Zhenhai

China

LLDPE/HDPE

450 End May

Haldia Petrochemicals

India

LLDPE/HDPE

390 15 May for one month

Maintenance
Maintenance postponed from early April
to end May
Maintenance

Haldia Petrochemicals

India

LLDPE/HDPE

225 15 May for one month

Maintenance

Producer

Haldia Petrochemicals

India

HDPE

330 15 May for one month

Maintenance

Producer

PTT Global Chemical

Thailand

HDPE

250 Mid-March for 15 days

Maintenance

Industry

IRPC

Thailand

HDPE

140 Mar for 6 days

Maintenance

Industry

UPDATE

1191 Mid-Feb

Industry

Cedar Bayou plant restarted

Industry

281 Mid-Feb

Cedar Bayou plant restarted

Industry

390 Mid-Feb

Orange plant restarting

Industry

Pasadena plant restarting
Chocolate Bayou plant restarting, FM in
place
La Porte plant restarting, FM in place

Industry

Producer

LLDPE

15 March for one
month
15 March for one
220
month
100 24 Feb for 40 days

La Porte plant restarting, FM in place
Matagorda plant due to storm, FM announced
Victoria plant possibly shut due to storm,
FM announced
Deer Park plant shut due to storm, FM
in place
Potential production cuts due to upstream cracker outage
Potential production cuts due to upstream cracker outage
Maintenance

LLDPE/HDPE

250 16 - 19 Mar

Maintenance

Industry

HDPE

350 18 - 21 Mar

Maintenance

Industry

are a challenge amid a strong devaluation of the local currency and tight supplies in the US, a traditional supplier of
PE to Brazil, after a mid-February freeze shut many operations in Texas and Louisiana. Brazil has turned to importing
PE mostly from southeast Asia and PP from Saudi Arabia,
Colombia and Chile.
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While some market participants are expecting Braskem
to increase April prices by as much as 15-20pc, others say
prices could instead hold steady, as global prices have
leveled off and domestic demand has declined since some
Covid-19 lockdowns were restored in March.
Given potential for the economy to weaken further,
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New start-ups
Status

Capacity
Start-up
’000t/yr

Plant

Location

Grade

Oman OQ

Middle East

LLDPE/HDPE

880 1Q

Industry

Sinopec Zhanjiang

China

LDPE/EVA

100 1Q

Industry

Sinochem Quanzhou
Haiguo Longyou Daqing
Lianyi Petrochemical
Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical
Qinghai Damei

China

LDPE/EVA

100 1Q

Industry

China

HDPE

400 1Q

Industry

China

HDPE

300 2Q

Industry

China

LLDPE/HDPE

300 2Q

Ningbo Huatai Shengfu
Zhejiang Satellite Petrochemical
Shandong Luqing Petrochemical
Shandong Luqing Petrochemical
Daelim Industrial Co

China

LLDPE/HDPE

400 2Q

China

HDPE

400 2Q

Industry

China

HDPE

350 2Q

Industry

China

LLDPE/HDPE

400 2Q

Industry

South Korea

LLDPE

200 End Feb

UPDATE

PRefChem

Malaysia

LLDPE/HDPE

350 3Q

PRefChem

Malaysia

HDPE

400 2H

Industry

UPDATE

JG Summit Petrochemical

Philippines

HDPE

250 4Q/Early 2022

Producer

UPDATE

market participants said buyers will have difficulty accepting
further price hikes.
Low density polyethylene (LDPE) prices have risen by
more than 50pc since the beginning of the pandemic in
March 2020. Bi-oriented polypropylene (BOPP) film has
increased by 120pc since March 2020, according to a market
participant.
For plastics converters, who use PE and PP films to make
products such as bubble wrap and food packaging, rising
prices have eroded sales.
"If the price increase in April materializes, it will be
very challenging since end customers no longer accept such
large cost increases," one buyer for a plastics converter said.
"Some orders are being canceled and the trend is getting
worse."
Braskem seems to be paying attention to the changing
market dynamics.
The company met on Wednesday with the government
and representatives of the production chain to discuss conditions and to seek joint actions to ensure balanced returns.
"Braskem has acted in partnership with the chain to face
the impacts of the atypical moment we are experiencing,"
the company said in a note to the market late yesterday.
Braskem said it offering extra credits and taking other
steps to ensure the supply of materials. Braskem also has
proposed a quota for imports of PP with reduced taxes.
Braskem said those efforts should help the market face
current challenges, until resin prices fall again.
In Brazil, Braskem's PP production capacity is around
1.85mn t/yr, but maintenance turnarounds in some of its
plants will cut second-quarter supply of PP homopolymer
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and copolymer to 60,000t less than domestic demand.
Braskem's PE production capacity in Brazil is about 4mn
t/yr. Some of that PE production capacity also is in maintenance turnarounds.
Saudi's Sadara conducts turnaround on Jubail crackers
Saudi Arabia-based petrochemical producer Sadara Chemical has started an unplanned maintenance on its 1.5mn t/yr
ethylene cracker and its 400,000 t/yr propylene cracker at
its petrochemical complex in Jubail.
Cracker issues arose from problems with the compressor,
according to industry participants.
Production at both of its 375,000 t/yr low linear density
polyethylene (LLDPE)/high density polyethylene (HDPE)
swing units in Jubail, along with its 220,000 t/yr low density
polyethylene (LDPE) are expected be affected. But this
could not be confirmed with the producer.
Market participants have said that Sadara is seeking
ethylene feedstock from producers in the region. But securing feedstock has been difficult as most polyethylene (PE)
producers in the Middle East are operating at high operating
rates.
Sadara Chemical is a joint venture between Saudi
state-owned Saudi Aramco and US chemical company Dow
Chemicals.
Latest Argus data showed that LDPE film was assessed
yesterday at $1,538-1,568/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP). LLDPE
film and HDPE film were assessed at $1,138-1,168/t fob Saudi
Arabia (CMP) and $1,128-1,158/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP)
respectively.
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Japan’s petrochemical output falls in February
Most of Japan's basic petrochemical products output in February declined on the year, likely pressured by weak demand
from the country's auto sector.
Output of ethylene, a feedstock for most of Japan's main
petrochemical products, fell by 6.7pc from a year earlier
to 487,100t, according to the Japan petrochemical industry
association. All crackers were operational last month, while
one stopped for scheduled turnaround in February 2020.
Operating rates across crackers declined by 1.2 percentage
points on the year to 93.8pc in February.
Production of polypropylene in February dropped by 19pc
on the year to 176,500t and low-density polyethylene fell by
6.9pc to 107,700t. Output of polyvinyl chloride also fell by
11.6pc to 129,300t.
Ethylene glycol and acrylonitrile production dropped
by 23.6pc from a year earlier to 43,700t and by 7.5pc to
34,400t, respectively. Aromatics benzene output fell by
16.2pc to 252,000t, while xylene production declined by
23pc to 352,500t.
But output of styrene-butadiene rubber increased by
9.6pc to 30,800t and toluene production rose by 3.7pc to
109,800t.
Car production in Japan has slowed on a global shortage
of semiconductor chips. Lower consumption in the auto sector also weighed on the country's steel output in February.
China Sinopec Maoming starts turnaround at No.2 cracker
China's Maoming Petrochemical, a subsidiary of Sinopec, today commenced a major turnaround at its No.2 naphtha-fed
cracker in south China's Guangdong province.
The turnaround will last for 40-45 days. It was initially
planned for early March but was delayed because of robust
demand after the lunar new year holidays.
The cracker can produce up to 640,000 t/yr of ethylene
and 320,000 t/yr of propylene at capacity.
The cracker shutdown includes integrated downstream
units, including a 100,000 t/yr butadiene unit, a 200,000 t/
yr ethylene oxide plant, a 250,000 t/yr low-density polyethylene (LDPE) unit, a 350,000 t/yr high-density polyethylene
plant and a 300,000 t/yr polypropylene unit. The LDPE unit
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will be off line for a longer period, from 18 March-20 May.
Sinopec Maoming's smaller cracker at the same site with
380,000 t/yr of ethylene capacity and 190,000 t/yr of propylene capacity is operating normally.
Sinopec Maoming's turnaround signals the onset of China's
cracker turnaround season from late March to the end of
May, including eight crackers and a combined 5.8mn t/yr of
ethylene capacity.
China's Huatai Shengfu eyes April gas-cracker start-up
Chinese private-sector petrochemical producer Huatai
Shengfu Petrochemical aims to start up its new gas-fed
cracker at Ningbo Daxie in east China's Zhejiang province in
late April.
The cracker will partly use refinery dry gas supplied from
neighbouring state-controlled CNOOC Daxie's 160,000 b/d refinery via pipelines. It will also partly use imported propane.
The company has built a 160,000m³ propane refrigerated
tank that started operations in February.
Huatai Shengfu's new cracker can produce up to 600,000
t/yr of ethylene and 150,000 t/yr of propylene at full capacity. It is integrated with a 400,000 t/yr linear-low-density/
high-density polyethylene (LLD/HDPE) and a 400,000 t/yr
styrene monomer (SM) plant.
The company will adopt a bottom-up start-up process by
running the downstream units first in early April, followed by
the cracker in late April. Huatai Shengfu has bought 3,0004,000t of ethylene from the market in recent weeks to feed
its LLD/HDPE and SM plants.
Huatai Shengfu will have about 80,000 t/yr of ethylene
and 150,000 t/yr of surplus propylene at full operations. The
company plans to sell the materials mainly to the domestic
market by road transportation.
China is experiencing a rapid expansion of cracker capacity, with eight new steam crackers starting up this year with
a combined 7.6mn t/yr of ethylene capacity. Also planning to
start up during April-May are Zhejiang Petrochemical's 1.4mn
t/yr No.2 naphtha-fed cracker in Zhejiang and Lianyungang
Petrochemical's 1.25mn t/yr ethane-fed cracker in east
China's Jiangsu province.

Packaging and downstream applications
Packaging stocks
Company

Industry

Ticker

25 Mar

18 Mar

±

Reynolds

Consumer goods

Amcor

Food and beverages, pharma and personal care

NASDAQ: REYN

$ 30.00

$ 29.98

0.07%

t

NYSE: AMCR

$ 11.58

$ 11.36

1.94%

Sealed Air

t

Food and beverages and consumer goods

NYSE: SEE

$ 45.91

$ 45.90

0.02%

t

Berry Global

Personal care and consumer goods

NYSE: BERY

$ 61.45

$ 58.66

4.76%

t

Sonoco Products

Consumer goods and industrial products

NYSE: SON

$ 63.27

$ 63.48

-0.33%

u

Mondi

Agriculture, chemical and medical

LON: MNDI

£ 1,877.00

£ 1,852.00

1.35%

t

Huhtamaki Group

Food and beverages

HEL: HUH1V

€ 39.00

€ 38.50

1.30%

t
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US ITC votes against duties on Korean UHMWPE imports
The US International Trade Commission (ITC) voted not to
impose anti-dumping duties on imports of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) from Korea.
The US Department of Commerce determined Korean
imports of the polymer are sold in the US at less than fair
value. In its determination, the ITC ruled that the US industry was not materially harmed by the imports. A full report
on the ITC's investigation will be available on 26 April.
UHMWPE is used to manufacture skis, fishing lines and
other high-strength applications.
Europe PET resin: Tight PTA impacts PET production
The PET resin market has tightened substantially over the
past two weeks as feedstock and logistical issues plague the
market.
Limited availability of feedstock PTA has led a 432,000
t/yr PET unit in Geel, Belgium, to declare force majeure.
A 263,000 t/yr Lithuanian unit remains down following unplanned production issues earlier in the year, while another
500,000 t/yr unit in Lithuanian has had its production rates
impacted by restrictions on PTA availability. Feedstock supply issues have also forced a 335,000 t/yr unit in Germany to
reduce operating rates.
The sudden drop in domestic production has been
compounded by continued reduced imports from Asia.
High container freight rates since the end of last year have
restricted imports to Europe, forcing domestic producers to
run harder. Freight rates have cooled off slightly but remain
elevated, and imports are expected to remain reduced into
the third quarter.
Domestic demand remains firm, with food packaging and
drink bottles in high demand. Demand is expected to pick up
seasonally into the summer, but this will be partially offset
by extended lockdown restrictions in parts of Europe.
Increasing demand into the second quarter will keep the
European market tight, with stocks remaining low. Producers have been able to steadily increase offers this year, with
spot prices heard to have doubled since the fourth quarter.

Supply chain and shipping
Grounded Suez Canal vessel partly refloated
The container ship that ran aground in the Suez Canal on 23
March has been partially refloated, shipping agent GAC said.
There are signs of a build-up in tanker traffic at either end
of the vital conduit.
The Ever Given, an ultra-large container carrier, was
partially refloated as of 12:00 local time (10:00 GMT) on 24
March and is alongside the canal bank, GAC said. It expects
convoys and traffic to resume as soon as the vessel is towed
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Polymer freight
Origin

Destination

Rates

US

Asia

90-100

q

US

Turkey

70-75

q

Jubail

Mumbai

50-55

q

Jubail

Karachi

55-60

q

Jubail

China

40-45

q

Jubail

Indonesia

50-55

Quote of the week
“I wonder when the markets will get less crazy.”
— South Asian participant

to another position. The Suez Canal Authority (SCA) could
not immediately be reached for confirmation.
The vessel was heading north when it ran aground at
07:40 local time (05:40 GMT) on 23 March because of a dust
storm and high winds, the SCA said. At least 64 southbound
and 42 northbound vessels are either in the canal or waiting
at outer anchorage having been delayed by the incident,
according to shipping market estimates. There are no indications yet that any have been diverted to alternative routes
such as around the Cape of Good Hope, according to oil
analytics firm Vortexa, which said that around 10 tankers
carrying about 13mn bl of crude could be affected by the
disruption.
It typically takes 1-2 days for vessels to pass through the
canal, which is one of the main transit points for oil and LNG
heading from the Middle East to Europe and the Americas,
and for Atlantic basin cargoes heading to Asia-Pacific.
UK to fund zero-emissions shipping technology
The UK government has allotted £20mn to development of
carbon-neutral shipping technology, including zero-emission
vessels and clean port infrastructure.
The government wants UK-based companies to propose
ideas, with the most successful winning a share of the fund.
These technologies will then be tested and if successful
would be made commercially viable, the government said.
The government will soon begin a study on how to
achieve net-zero emissions from the recreational craft sector.
The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) wants the
global shipping industry to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 50pc and CO2 emissions by 70pc, both by 2050 compared
with 2008. The UK will host the UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) in November.
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Argus International LPG
Forward Curves

The Argus International LPG Forward Curves service
is a powerful, independent market valuation tool used
to support investment and trading decisions in LPG
markets across Europe, Americas and Asia.
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Argus Global Polyethylene
and Polypropylene

Argus Global Polyethylene and Polypropylene is a
weekly pricing service with global resin prices and
detailed commentary on key polymer grades.
Key features

Key features

• Detailed feedstock information on crude, naphtha,
propane, ethane, ethylene and propylene

• Daily assessments providing a rolling 36-month view of
monthly forward prices

• Cracker and propane margins analysis

• Time-stamped using the appropriate market’s daily
settlement time — Singapore, London and New York

• Global pricing and fundamental information by country
and region
• Coverage of Dalian futures market

• Independent and transparent market-appropriate
methodology

• Production and outage news • New plant data

• Delivery options — your choice of data feeds, our thirdparty partners, FTP, API, Argus Direct, Excel Add-in or email

• Polymer freight assessments

For more information:
www.argusmedia.com/forward-curves

• Buy-side information, including FMCG and packaging news

For more information, visit our webpage:
www.argusmedia.com/argus-global-polyethylene
www.argusmedia.com/argus-global-polypropylene
Set up a trial: Petrochemicals-m@argusmedia.com
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